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Abstract. Cultural astronomy is the study of the astronomy of ancient cultures
and is sometimes called the anthropology of astronomy. It is explored here in
detail to demonstrate the importance of including astronomical research with
field research in other fields. The many ways that astronomy was used by ancient cultures are fascinating and they exhibit well-developed visual astronomies
often used for calendrical purposes. Archaeoastronomy is interdisciplinary and
among its practitioners are not only astronomers and astrophysicists, but also
anthropologists, archaeologists, and Indigenous scholars. It is critical that astronomical data collected be placed into cultural context. Much can be learned
about ancient cultures though examination of how and why they used astronomy.
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Introduction

Cultural astronomy examines the astronomy used in ancient cultures, including
orientations found at sites and structures of ancient peoples. Archaeoastronomy
is quite interdisciplinary. It employs astronomy, but as well uses elements of archaeology and anthropology. Investigations commonly involve potential astronomical alignments, and these must be placed into cultural context for meaning.
Ethnoastronomy is another branch of Cultural Astronomy and it deals with the
astronomical systems of living indigenous peoples.
As a resource for research, the sky has changed little since antiquity. Astronomy
measures events in the sky and archaeology derives data from material evidence.
Anthropology places this all into cultural context. Archaeoastronomy enables us
to gain additional insight regarding ancient cultures.
The International Astronomical Union is a global focal point for archaeoastronomy through its Working Group for Archaeoastronomy and Astronomy in Culture (WGAAC). The WGAAC promotes rigorous research and publication and
has strong initiatives for further advancement of cultural astronomy.
1310–0157 © 2021 Heron Press Ltd.
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Tools of Archaeoastronomy
The astronomical side of archaeoastronomy frequently uses exact measurements. Data is collected with tools such as theodolites, sighting compasses,
inclinometers, and GPS. LIDAR can be used, and Google Earth has become a
valuable secondary tool. U.S. Naval Observatory data is essential, as is a camera.
Archaeoastronomical events must be photo-documented whenever possible.
Data must be astronomically sound. Spherical trigonometry can be used to validate orientations and to predict solar horizon positions.
The following are four basic formulae for spherical triangles [1, 2]:
cos a = cos b cos c + sin b sin c cos A ,

(1)

sin A/ sin a = sin B/ sin b = sin C/ sin c ,

(2)

sin a cos B = cos b sin c − sin b cos c cos A ,

(3)

cos a cos C = sin a cot b − sin C cot B .

(4)

These may be adapted to find horizon points of celestial bodies and verify field
data taken by sighting compasses and theodolites
Hour angle of the Sun in degrees =
(GM T−12)15 − LON G − (EOT )15 ,

(5)

Altitude of the Sun =
arcsin(sin(LAT ) sin(DEC) + cos(LAT ) cos(DEC) cos(HA)) , (6)
Azimuth of the Sun =
arcsin(sin(HA) cos(DEC)/ cos(ALT )) ,

(7)

where HA = Hour Angle, GM T = Universal Time Coordinated, LON G =
Longitude, EOT = Equation of Time, LAT = Latitude, and DEC =
Declination.
The following is a formula used to find the position where the Sun will rise on
an elevated horizon, such as in a mountainous area:
Azimuth of Sun =
arccos((sin(DEC) − sin(LAT ) sin(ALT ))/(cos(LAT ) cos(ALT )) .
(8)
Horizon Calendars
Ancient cultures were very aware of the shifting positions of sunrise and sunset,
especially at mid-latitudes (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Paths of apparent celestial travel in the equatorial latitudes (a) and the midlatitudes (b). Motion in the tropics is vertical while that in the temperate zones is oblique
and circular (from [3]).

Many cultures used horizon features and sunrises to mark times of importance.
Those performing archaeoastronomical study can make horizon calendars to
show this, either with annotated photographs or with drawings (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Horizon Calendar (courtesy of Stephen C. McCluskey).
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Temporal and Atmospheric Phenomena

Several phenomena can affect the quality of archaeoastronomical observations
[2].
Precession of the Equinoxes
The precession of the equinoxes is the slow wobble of the Earth’s axis over
nearly 26,000 years causing the celestial poles and celestial equator to migrate.
Right ascension and declination change over time as a result and the difference
in declination leads to new rising and setting azimuths for stellar objects. The
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majority of archaeoastronomical observations are of objects within the solar system, and for such precession is not a factor.
Obliquity of the Ecliptic
The inclination of the Earth’s equator to the plane of the ecliptic is presently
23.439◦ . This decreases at a rate of about 47 arcseconds (0.013◦ ) every 100
years and can be a consideration for celestial measurements regarding ancient
structures.
Refraction
Celestial bodies can appear higher in the sky than they actually are. This is the
result of light being slightly deflected due to differences in atmospheric density
and it has a greater effect near the horizon.
Azimuth is shifted due to refraction – more so at higher latitudes with smaller incident angles to the horizon than in the tropics. It becomes pronounced at higher
latitudes and generally insignificant in the tropics. Refraction is negligible at
inclinations 20◦ or more above the horizon.

Figure 3. Horizon Deviation at 13.5◦ (Cusco) and at 40◦ (Author’s table).
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Atmospheric Extinction
Absorption and scattering of photons when colliding with particles or air
molecules causes atmospheric extinction. Atmospheric water, carbon dioxide and oxygen are primary absorbers. Rayleigh Scattering occurs with air
molecules smaller than the wavelength of the photons. Mie Scattering results
with photons striking small atmospheric particles of similar wavelengths. Extinction not an issue with the Sun and Moon but becomes significant when observing faint stars near the horizon, such as the Pleiades [4].
2.1

Horizon Deviation

Horizon Deviation occurs when the visible horizon differs from the astronomical
horizon. This occurs commonly in areas of mountainous terrain and is most
pronounced at mid to high latitudes where the arc of travel for a specific body
can yield a significantly different point for rising or setting than that given for
the astronomical horizon (Figire 3).
Overall Effects
Precession is not a concern for solar observations, but for measurements involving stars such as the Pleiades it must be taken into consideration.
Obliquity of the Ecliptic has changed 0.0649◦ since the time of the Incas, resulting in a difference in azimuth of 4’ at a latitude of 13◦ and is therefore negligible.
Refraction and extinction can be important when examining the rising and setting of stars, they are not a concern for the Sun.
The rising and setting of celestial bodies must take horizon deviation into account.
3

Examples from Two Cultures

Babylonian Astronomical Diaries
The Babylonians developed a sophisticated astronomy that began with the
Sumerians and developed mathematically during the second millennium BCE.
In the first millennium, Babylonian priests and scribes nightly recorded positions of the Moon and planets with regard to certain “normal stars,” which were
largely of the zodiac they created, and the foundation of the one we know today. They made inscriptions on cuneiform tablets for over 600 years, and these
are valuable extant examples of Babylonian astronomy. Cyclical data collected
for 600 years allowed them to learn to make very good predictions of such as
planetary positions and eclipses.
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The descriptions of relationships between celestial bodies normally include
qualifying remarks, with the first body noted as being “above,” “below,” “in
front of,” or “behind” the second. A distance in cubits (KÙŠ) and/or fingers (SI)
is often included. Most observations were found to have been made near the
time of sunset or sunrise, perhaps allowing for a normal night’s sleep. Along
with the astronomical observations, sometimes additional comments were made
regarding such as weather and economics, or historical and political events. A
tablet has never been found that defines the exact time of observation, units of
measure, or the system used to reference these topographical relations [5].
Diary entries were examined by comparison with graphical astronomical software. SkyMap Pro generates star charts accurate to plus or minus 6000 years
from the present, easily encompassing the first millennium BCE timeframe of
ARTAXERXES III YEAR 12, Kislı̄mu (GAN)
-346 IX 16 (17–18 December 347 BCE)
GE6 1p6q ina ZALÁG sin ár LUGAL 1⁄2 KÙŠ ina IGI MÚL-BABBAR 2 KÙŠ
ana ŠÚ GUB
Night of the 16th , last part of the night, the Moon was ½cubit behind α Leonis,
it stood 2 cubits in front of Jupiter to the west

Figure 4. At 05:52 the Moon was 1.09 degrees of longitude behind α Leo, Regulus, at
2.18 degrees per cubit. A seasonal hour in Kislı̄mu is equal to about 1h 9m. The selected
time of entry at 05:52 is 1h 8m before sunrise. The Moon was also 4.80 degrees of
longitude in front of Jupiter at 2.40 degrees per cubit. (Author’s image from SkyMap
Pro).
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the Diaries. Hundreds of entries were examined, and they presented a clearer
picture of what had been accomplished by the Babylonians, and its significance.
The first example illustrates the night sky in Babylon as recorded for the evening
of 17/18 December, 347 BCE. This is the regnal year 12 of Artaxerxes III during the month of Kislı̄mu. Below the date is the Akkadian transliteration from
cuneiform and below that its English translation. The depiction shows the Moon,
in blue, slightly below and closely behind Regulus, and in front of Jupiter. Directions are in relation to general ecliptic travel, with the ecliptic marked in red.
The star chart matches the scribe’s description (Figure 4) [5].
The second example is in year 5 of the reign of Darius II during the month of
Ajjaru on the night of 1/2 May 419 BCE. The Moon is described as being a
little high to the north and 2/3 cubit in front of Mars. This is clearly shown on
the accompanying start chart for that night (Figure 5) [?]. All entries examined
were matches.
DARIUS II YEAR 5, Ajjaru (GU4 )
-418 II 7 (1–2 May 419 BCE)
GE6 7 sin ina IGI AN 2/3 KÙŠ i sin ana SI NIM
... night of the 7th , the moon was 2/3 cubit in front of Mars, the Moon being a
little high to the north

Figure 5. At 20:00 the Moon was 2.40 angular degrees of longitude in front of Mars at
3.61 degrees per cubit. When viewed in relation to the ecliptic, it was also “a little high
to the north.” The given rate of 3.61 degrees per cubit is a little high. (Author’s image
from SkyMap Pro).
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The Astronomical Diaries were used for celestial divination and omens with
indications as to the future of the king and country. Research found that “in
front of” and “behind” relate to differences in celestial longitude and “above”
and “below” to differences in celestial latitude. The topographical relations in
the Astronomical Diaries were found to be in direct correlation to the general
path of the ecliptic travel of the Sun, Moon, and planets. However, there is
no evidence of a specific relationship to the exact ecliptic, and no evidence was
found of a specific coordinate reference system. The values of angular difference
derived for cubits and fingers varied too much to give conclusive dimensions for
either of the two. These might not have been precise measurements.
Astronomy of the Inca Empire
Astronomy was at the center of the Incas’ religion and agriculture. The Incas
were the children of the Sun and believed their emperor to be the Sun’s direct
descendant [6]. The Inca period of dominance, lasting only a century, was far
too short to independently develop advanced forms of religion, social structure,
construction, and astronomy. Therefore, their culture relied heavily upon the
cultures that preceded them such as the Huari, Nasca, and Chavin. The Incas
were adept assimilators of knowledge, both from their predecessors and from
the tribes that they conquered [7].
The Incas conquered the largest empire in the Americas, 4800 km from Chile
to Columbia. They established armies in fortresses at distant stations with the
infrastructure of roads and storehouses necessary to support them. Temples and
shrines were constructed as a part of exerting state control over subjects, as well
as pilgrimage centers designed to reinforce the legitimacy of royal rule [8].
Solar worship was the official religion of their empire. The first emperor of the
conquest, Pachacuti, imposed it across the realm, maintaining that he was the son
of the Sun and his wife the daughter of the Moon. The ruling Inca was the central
figure in solar worship, supporting the assertion that he was the descendant of
the Sun [8]. The Incas learned the cycles of solstices and equinoxes and used
this knowledge as a key component of their annual crop management activities,
as well as for determining dates for religious celebrations.
The Huaca (Shrine) of Kenko Grande
Kenko Grande is a large carved limestone outcropping north of Cusco. On its
upper surface are two gnomons carved and situated to create a specific light
and shadow effect. At the June solstice sunrise, light passes through a carefully
designed fissure aligned to illuminate first one of the gnomons and then the other,
with both casting shadows that create an image. The result is known as “the
awakening of the puma” (Figure 6). Pumas were one of the three most sacred
creatures in the Inca cosmos, the other two being the condor and the serpent.
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Figure 6. The Awakening of the Puma at Kenko Grande (Author’s photograph).

Inside Kenko Grande is a cave with a finely carved altar. Adjacent to the left side
of the altar is a set of stairs. At the time of the June solstice near mid-day sunlight
climbs the stairs, illuminating the lowest first and then adding one at a time until
the staircase is illuminated, and light reaches toward the altar (Figure 7).

Figure 7. The Solar Stair Effect at Kenko Grande (Author’s photograph).
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The Huaca of Lacco
Lacco is an even larger limestone outcropping to the northeast of Kenko Grande.
Its prominent astronomical features are three caves with astronomical orientations.
Lacco’s southwest cave contains a small altar and a light-tube aligned for illumination. Figure 8 looks outward through the light-tube at the crescent Moon.

Figure 8. Looking out through the Light-Tube in Lacco’s Southwest Cave (Author’s
photograph).

Lacco’s northeastern cave opening is aligned for June solstice sunrise. The sunrise position on the horizon daily draws nearer from the right until at the time of
the solstice it stops, centered on the opening of the cave (Figure 9). Light from
the Sun illuminates an altar and reflects into much of the rest of the cave.
Lacco’s southeast cave has carved steps that descend into the outer chamber with
a serpent carved into the entrance wall. The inner chamber includes an altar and
a vertical light-tube. The cave is called the Temple of the Moon but was found
as well to illuminate the altar at the time of the zenith Sun (Figure 10).
Huaca 44
Huaca 44 is a small huaca located between Kenko Grande and Lacco. It includes
two large carved circles that could be used to indicate the direction for each of
the six primary solar horizon events. Tangential lines drawn traced between the
larger and smaller circles indicate the directions for viewing June Solstice Sunrise, December Solstice Sunset, December Solstice Sunrise, and June Solstice
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Figure 9. June Solstice Sunrise at Lacco’s Northeast Cave (Author’s photograph).

Figure 10. Altar Illuminated through a Light-Tube in Lacco’s Southeast Cave (Author’s
photograph).

Sunset. A line traced across the two indicates the directions for an Equinox
Sunrise and an Equinox Sunset (Figur 11).
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Figure 11. The solar horizon position indicator at Huaca 44 (Author’s photograph).

The Palace of Chinchero
The walls at Chinchero exhibit impressively precise orientations that are north
and south (Figure 12). Without modern instrumentation the Incas could have
used astronomy to determine these cardinal directions. Chinchero also includes

Figure 12. East-West and North-South Walls at Chinchero (Author’s photograph).
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a June Solstice Sunrise/December Solstice Sunset alignment between its two
major huacas – Titikaka and Chinkana.
The Palace of Q’espiwanka
There may have been as many as 16 towers on the Cusco horizon erected for
sunrise calendrical purposes, but they were all destroyed during the Spanish extirpation of indigenous religion. Near the north of the Sacred Valley, however,
two such pillars survive on the Cerro Saywa ridge above the present village of
Urubamba. The pillars mark the rise of the June solstice Sun when viewed from
a sacred granite boulder on Huayna Capac’s palace grounds. As the sunrise
moves on the horizon from right to left it rises first over the right pillar giving
warning and then continues to the left pillar by the solstice (Figure 13). This
extant example helps to support that similar pillars once surrounded Cusco.

Figure 13. Sunrise over the right pillar as viewed from Q’espiwanka (Author’s photograph).

Ollantaytambo
Ollantaytambo is located in the Urubamba River valley about 90 kilometers from
Cusco. It also was created by Pachacuti and played a significant role in the struggle between the Incas and the Spaniards. Ollantaytambo includes a massive terraced structure oriented for the December Solstice Sunrise and the June Solstice
Sunset (Figure 14). The Pyramid of Pacaritanpu in the valley has light effects
indicating June Solstice Sunrise and December Solstice Sunrise. There also are
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Figure 14. The Terraces of Pumatillis at Ollantaytambo (Author’s photograph).

gnomons at the Incamisana that cast a vertical shadow effect at the time of the
zenith Sun.
The Royal Estate of Machu Picchu and Nearby Llactapata
Machu Picchu is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and one of the most popular
attractions in South America. The greater significance of Machu Picchu and its
surrounding area began to emerge with the scientific discovery of Llactapata in
2003 [9](Malville 2006). The Llactapata ridge lies five kilometers from Machu
Picchu across a gorge below. Well over one hundred structures are engulfed
there within the cloud forest. The Llactapata Sun Temple, however, is kept clear
and exhibits solar orientation. The Sun Temple, the River Intihuatana at the
base of the gorge, and the Sacred Plaza of Machu Picchu lie on the June solstice
sunrise/December solstice sunset axis.
A ceremonial channel built from the Sun Temple’s central door points across
the River Intihuatana to the Sacred Plaza (Figure 15). Beyond, on the horizon,
is where the June Solstice Sun rises, and as well the nearby heliacal rise of the
Pleiades. The observed brilliance or dullness of the Pleiades at this time is used
to this day to forecast crops and planting with regard to an impending El-Niño
drought [10].
With Llactapata, a greater Machu Picchu ceremonial complex emerges. This
might have been part of pilgrimage activity and there may have been a ceque
system here like, but smaller, than the one surrounding Cusco. Ceques were
Inca systems of civic and social organization, and the Spanish chronicler, Polo
Ondegardo, believed there to have been many of them in the empire [11].
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Figure 15. Llactapata Water Channel Pointed at Machu Picchu’s Sacred Plaza on the Axis
of the June Solstice Sunrise and December Solstice Sunset (from Author’s photograph).

Incan Use of the Milky Way
Spaniards attempted to define Andean astronomy in European terms familiar to
them, failing to fully realize that the Incas viewed the cosmos from a different
perspective. While European astronomy primarily followed a zodiac that centered around the ecliptic, the Incas oriented their sky with the Milky Way. Inca
cosmology viewed the Milky Way as a river flowing across the night sky in a
very literal sense. They saw earthly waters as being drawn into the heavens and
then later returned to earth after a celestial rejuvenation. The Earth was thought
to float in a cosmic ocean and when the “celestial river’s” orientation was such
that it dipped into that ocean the waters were drawn into the sky. The Milky Way
is therefore an integral part of the continuing recycling of water throughout the
Quechua universe [12].
The Incas saw the Milky Way as two separate rivers, due to the Earth’s rotation
and the Milky Way’s alternating position on the horizon each twelve hours. The
plane of the Milky Way is inclined between 26◦ and 30◦ with the axis of the
Earth’s rotation. This orientation is 26◦ degrees toward the south celestial pole
and 30◦ toward the north. The Milky Way at times will be viewed as rising in
the southeast, passing through the zenith, and setting in the northwest. Twelve
hours later the horizon positions have shifted, and the band of stars rises instead
from the northeast, traveling again through the zenith, but now setting in the
southwest [12].
This 24-hour rotation cycle creates two zenith-intersecting intercardinal axes
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that divide the celestial sphere into four observable quarters. Milky Way risings
figured prominently in Inca horizon astronomy because of correlations with their
intercardinal axes and the four major points of solstice horizon events. At the
time of the December solstice, when the sun rises at 114◦ on the Cusco horizon,
the evening positioning of the band of the Milky Way lies similarly to the southeast. During the June solstice sunrise at 64◦ the Milky Way is situated in like
fashion in the northeast. Times of the solstices are the only ones when the Sun
rises and travels with the Milky Way [12]. Inca cosmology recognizes that both
the celestial river and the Sun rise together at the dry season’s beginning in June
and the rainy season’s start in December and sometimes uses this in correlation to explain the seasonal intensity of the Sun, which feeds upon the powerful
waters.
The Incas ordered their sky by this celestial quadripartition, in contrast with
using an ecliptic path orientation. This gave the Incas a nearly 90◦ difference
in their perspective of the heavens, and cosmological constructs developed accordingly. Their primary axis for celestial references was east-west, rather than
north-south (Figure 16) [12].

Figure 16. Quadripartition from the Milky Way (from [12]).

The Incas believed the waters of the celestial river to have originated with the
Sun. The Vilcanota River flows southeast to northwest through the Sacred Valley, past Machu Picchu and beyond. Its waters were thought to rise into the
Milky Way, and once having traveled its celestial course, to fall again to the
Earth as rain. The Milky Way is said to be a heavenly reflection of the Vilcanota.
The Incas recognized dark constellations, or the shapes of beings formed by
dark clouds in the visible band of the galaxy that is prominent in the Southern
Hemisphere. They saw great cosmological characters meant to guide them in
their daily lives. The dark constellations of the Incas stretch across nearly 150◦
of the Milky Way’s expanse. Most are animals that figure prominently in Andean
cosmology and myth [12, 13].
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The creatures in the Milky Way figure prominently in Inca cosmology and traditions [6]. Polo de Ondegardo, found the Incas to believe that “. . . the animal
constellations were responsible for the procreation and augmentation of their
animal counterparts on the earth” (p. 176 in [12]). Serpents are prominent in
Inca cosmology as the creatures of Uchu Pacha, the underworld. Machacuay
leads the procession of dark constellations in the Milky Way. Machacuay can be
seen at the beginning of the rainy season. The serpent’s dark figure is long and
travels head before tail across the sky [12]. Hanp’atu (the toad) follows closely
behind Machacuay. Toads were thought of as bad omens created by the devil.
Hanp’atu is a much smaller dark section of the Milky Way positioned to the
left of the snake [12]. Tinamou are indigenous birds of ancient lineage. Yutu,
the Tinamou (what Western astronomy knows as the Coalsack) follows Hanpatu
in the Milky Way and is also smaller than Machacuay. Yacana, the llama, figures prominently in Inca tradition and was thought to animate the llamas on the
Earth [14]. The cosmic Yacana is much larger than Hanpatu or Yutu and dominates the dark constellation section of the Milky Way that was used by the Incas.
Yacana is situated between Centaurus and Scorpius, and the prominent stars Alpha and Beta Centauri are known as llamacñawin, the “eyes of the llama” [12].
Below Yacana is a smaller dark constellation called Uñallamacha, a baby llama
suckling its mother. After Yacana and Uñallamacha is another small constellation called Atoq, the fox. Atoq lies on the ecliptic between the constellations
of Scorpius and Sagittariusand the Sun enters it during the December solstice.
Urton explains that the Milky Way and Atoq catch up and rise with the summer
solstice Sun in the southeast during the same period of time that terrestrial baby

Figure 17. The Incan dark constellations from right to left: 1) Machacuay; 2) Hanp’atu;
3) Yutu; 4) Yacana; 5) Unallamacha; 6) Atoq; 7) Yutu (Painting by Jessica Gullberg with
constellations from [12]).
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foxes typically are born, around 15–23 December [12]. The final constellation is
another called Yutu. This additional tinamou completes the celestial procession
(Figure 17) [15].
4

Educational Opportunities for Astronomy in Culture

Many study archaeoastronomy for scholarly research and publication while others do so to satisfy curiosity and increase knowledge. Education in the field is
important for rigorous research. Formal programs/courses have been rare, but
now are increasing. Current opportunities follow, but the list may not be allinclusive [15]:
• Maya Archaeoastronomy and Introduction to Archaeoastronomy, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Honduras;
• Introduction to Astronomy in Culture, National Universidad Nacional de
La Plata, Argentina;
• Science of Stars and Stones, Politecnico Di Milano, Italy;
• PhD Archaeoastronomy and Cultural Astronomy, Illia State University,
Tiblisi, Republic of Georgia;
• Indigenous Astronomy, Northern Arizona University, USA;
• Archaeoastronomy and Astronomy in Culture, University of Oklahoma,
USA.
The University of Oklahoma offers well-developed programs with graduate and undergraduate degree opportunities, certificate programs, and individual courses. The courses promote science-oriented archaeoastronomy
and are offered mainly online for world-wide enrollment. There also is
an optional elective course for onsite research in the field. These distance learning courses can make use of virtual reality and video conferencing
https://pacs.ou.edu/certificates/archaeoastronomy/.
5

Conclusion

Cultural astronomy is a fascinating field and it adds great insight to what is
known about early cultures, most of which used astronomy. Insight can be gathered through computer analysis, as demonstrated with the Babylonians, or with
field research, as shown with the Incas. Archaeoastronomy is a relatively new
field that began to emerge in the 1960’s and 1970’s. The field has now evolved
to the point where dedicated educational programs are essential. As in any field,
education is the key to the future.
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